PRESS RELEASE

2ND EDITION CIRCULAR TEXTILE DAYS: 13 & 14 SEPTEMBER 2022
After the successful last year’s debut, the Circular Textile Days will have a follow-up on 13 and 14
September, 2022, in ‘s Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands. During these days various players within the
textile industry will showcase examples in the field of textile sustainability, recycling and innovations.
Why Circular Textile Days
The relevance of Circular Textile Days is high. The report from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), published in 2021, makes clear that we need to take action urgently. It
appeared that about 20% of the global clean water pollution is caused by dyeing and finishing of
textiles. Besides, despite all positive initiatives less than 0.5% of our clothes is made of recycled
textile. We are bound to run out of natural resources and the enormous clothing-waste pile is
polluting our earth. We can, and must, do better!
News, facts and innovations
Exhibitors, knowledge institutes and other participants will showcase their novelties, give an insight
in circular business practices and share knowledge about circular textile, sustainable solutions and
more. At Circular Textile Days you will find how far advanced the circular technologies are, backed up
with reliable information and facts.
Networking and partnerships
Circular Textile Days is accessible for anyone interested in textile. Unlike the 1st edition, this year the
focus will be broadened from workwear and functional clothing, to textile sectors including fashion,
sportswear, upholstery and home textiles.
Textile professionals are expected from many different product groups and from the whole supply
chain, including the recycling industry, either as exhibitor or as visitor. Next to suppliers, producers
and end-users, this includes trade associations and test- and knowledge institutes. This makes it an
ideal place to extend your network and find opportunities for business partnerships with various
parties of the entire circular textile value chain.
When & where
This second edition of Circular Textile Days event will take place on 13 & 14 September, 2022, at 1931
Congress Centre, ‘s Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands.
For more information and participation: www.circulartextiledays.com
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